The Perfect Atmosphere for a Restful Sleep.

SmartPillows

Technology

by

SmartPillows

The Perfect Atmosphere for a Restful Sleep.
SLUMBERSHIELD® brings you the science of a sound sleep, offering exclusive cutting-edge
technology in performance bedding + accessories. Sleeping should be restful & hassle-free;
let us handle the rest, while you rest! Our SlumberSPHERE ™ line of luxurious, innovative
SmartPillows offers unique features never before seen in the bedding industry, with a wide
variety of personalized options to choose from. With a vast array of exclusive technologies
that you won’t find anywhere else, such as LOFT-X™ Memory Foam & SLUMBERCOOL®
Thermoregulation Technology, we are your final destination for the perfect pillow experience.
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THERMOREGULATION + SPINE SUPPORT
Our pillows feature multiple product
technologies which are conducive to
spine support, cooling, moisture wicking
and thermoregulation.

Technology

CELSIUS

Antimicrobial
+ Hypoallergenic

Luxuriously Soft
Feather “Down” Feel

DESCRIPTION
Shredded foam provides a down-alternative soft “feather” pillow
feel. Body contour support + durability/longevity of a memory
foam. Hypoallergenic + Antimicrobial.
SIZES AVAILABLE
Queen
Queen with Rolled Package (shown right)

Featuring
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“DOWN”

ALTERNATIVE

Shredded Memory Foam

Breathable Moisture
Reduction Technology
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ECO-FRIENDLY

FIBER

Antimicrobial
+ Hypoallergenic

Luxuriously Soft
Feather “Down” Feel

DESCRIPTION
Celsius Cool Spots create an Intuitive, Dynamic
Response to environmental changes for a perfectly cool + dry microclimate while you sleep,
transferring moisture + heat away from the body.
Environmentally Friendly + Sustainably Produced
Tencel® naturally regulates moisture. Shredded
Memory Foam contours to your sleep position.

Breathable Moisture
Reduction Technology

Dynamic Cooling
+ Thermoregulation

Featuring

CELSIUS

DYNAMIC COOLING FIBERS
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Celsius Cool Spots Create a
Refreshingly Cool Micro
Climate by Effectively
Transferring Heat Away
from the Body

WARRANTY

SIZES AVAILABLE
Queen, King

THE PERFECT BALANCE.

Eco-Friendly Tencel® Fiber is a form of rayon derived from
Eucalyptus in naturally sustainable tree farms certified by the
IFSC. Tencel® naturally regulates moisture for an optimal body
microclimate, ensuring a cool, comfortable night’s sleep.

+

PERMA

CHILL

COOLING YARN
Glacier Perma-Chill Cooling Yarn is an integrated cooling fiber
vs. a post-treatment finishing process. Proprietary polyimide
cooling mineral particles surround each Glacier Perma Chill fiber
filament to ensure cooling benefits last for the life of the pillow.

Antimicrobial
+ Hypoallergenic

Cool Gel Infused
Memory Foam

Breathable Moisture
Reduction Technology

DESCRIPTION
HeiQ Adaptive treated performance fabric wicks away
moisture + transfers heat away from your body.
SLUMBERCOOL® Thermoregulation Technology +
Gel-Infused Memory Foam engineered to keep you
cool all night. Intuitive, Dynamic Response to environmental changes creates a perfectly cool + dry microclimate while you sleep. Contours to your sleep position,
supporting the natural lines of your head, neck & spine.

Featuring
+ Cool Gel-Infused
Memory Foam

SIZES AVAILABLE
Queen, King
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Dynamic Cooling
+ Thermoregulation

Technology
Thermoregulation Technology +
Gel-Infused Memory Foam,
engineered to keep you cool all night.

Revolutionary HeiQ Adaptive
treated performance fabric
wicks away moisture + transfers
heat away from your body

Antimicrobial
+ Hypoallergenic

Ice Fabric + Microfleece
Dual Sided for all Seasons

Breathable Moisture
Reduction Technology

Dynamic Cooling
+ Thermoregulation

Technology
Thermoregulation Technology +
Gel-Infused Memory Foam,
engineered to keep you cool all night.

Featuring

The Support of Memory Foam
with the Resillience of Latex.

SLUMBERVENT™
Side panels provide maximum airflow
helping you to sleep cooler.

SIZES AVAILABLE
Queen, King
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Double-Sided Pillow Design is
engineered to provide comfort in
every climate & season

CE

DESCRIPTION
Double-sided pillow designed to provide
comfort in every climate & season. SIDE A: Ice
Fabric Technology features cooling fibers
woven right into the fabric. SIDE B: Cozy
microfleece side for those colder nights.
LOFT-X™ offers the support of memory
foam with the resilience of latex. Intuitive,
Dynamic Response to environmental changes
creates a refreshingly cool + dry microclimate
while you sleep, repelling moisture + heat
away from your body. SLUMBERVENT™
side panels provide maximum airflow helping
you to sleep cooler.

Antimicrobial
+ Hypoallergenic

Double Ice Technology
Cool to the Touch

Breathable Moisture
Reduction Technology

Dynamic Cooling
+ Thermoregulation

Technology
DESCRIPTION
Double Ice Fabric design features cooling
fibers woven right into the fabric, making the
surface cool to the touch + engineered to
keep you cool all night long. LOFT-X™
offers the support of memory foam with the
resilience of latex. Intuitive, Dynamic Response
to environmental changes creates a refreshingly cool + dry microclimate while you sleep,
repelling moisture + heat away from your
body. SLUMBERVENT™ side panels
provide maximum airflow helping you to sleep
cooler.

Featuring

The Support of Memory Foam
with the Resillience of Latex.

SLUMBERVENT™
Air-Permeable side panels provide maximum
airflow helping you to sleep cooler.

SIZES AVAILABLE
Queen, King
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Thermoregulation Technology +
Gel-Infused Memory Foam,
engineered to keep you cool all night.

Dual-Sided Double Ice Fabric
Technology keeps pillow surface cool
to the touch all night long.

The Science of a Sound Sleep.

A DIVISION OF PRE ISI N CUSTOM COATINGS

973.890.3873

973.890.1336

11 West End Road | Totowa, NJ 07512

slumbershield | www.slumbershield.com

